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Vision Apex MonoLens

People Counter
Affordable Video People Counting Performance



 � Affordable video people counting system
 � Can handle wide area (using multiple units)
 � Handles high traffic volume
 � Remote configuration of detection zone
 � Upgradable software
 � Supports remote video capture for accuracy 

validation
 � Can be mounted at an angle for special 

applications
 � No other hardware required
 � Tamper proof
 � Data is stored during a power loss
 � Flash memory stores configuration settings and 

up to 10 days of data
 � No additional in-store devices required for data 

collection and delivery

Traf-Sys Vision Apex MonoLens
Size 2.8” x 3.5” x 1.75”
Casing ABS Plastic
Lens Options Standard 2.0mm lens supporting mounting heights from 8 feet to 20 

feet
Mounting Overhead or Ceiling Mount
Power Maximum 3.8 Watts  

Power-over-Ethernet Class 1
Interface Built-in Ethernet connection for configuration and data access
Environment Indoor environments with consistent lighting

The Traf-Sys Vision Apex MonoLens People Counter provides a low-cost video based people counting solution 
with built-in Power-over-Ethernet connectivity. The counter uses a single lens camera to provide accurate 
customer counting in environments with consistent lighting. You can reduce the cost of equipment required for 
your people counting system with the Vision Apex MonoLens People Counter since no additional equipment is 
required for data collection and delivery. All image processing and data logging is done within a single unit and 
stored for up to 10 days.

For more information, visit www.trafsys.com. Or call 1-888-815-6568

You can use the Traf-Sys Vision Apex MonoLens with our VisiCount software on your network to monitor your 
pedestrian traffic and create reports. You can have multiple entrances and facilities, and thousands of monitoring 
points on the system.

Take your business to the next level with the Vision Apex MonoLens.


